Abstract-Large scale, archival and wide-area storage systems use erasure codes to protect users from losing data due to the inevitable failures that occur. All but the most basic erasure codes employ bit-matrices so that encoding and decoding may be effected solely with the bitwise exclusive-OR (XOR) operation. There are CPU savings that can result from strategically scheduling these XOR operations so that fewer XOR's are performed. It is an open problem to derive a schedule from a bit-matrix that minimizes the number of XOR operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
As storage systems have grown in size, scale and scope, the failure protection offered by the standard RAID levels (1-6, 01 and 10) is in many cases no longer sufficient. These systems protect to a maximum of two simultaneous disk or node failures. However, proliferation of components, the requirement of wide-area networking and enriched failure modes have led storage designers to tolerate larger numbers of failures [1] , [13] . For example, companies like Google [10] , Microsoft [6] , IBM and Cleversafe, and academic storage projects like Oceanstore [18] , DiskReduce [9] , HAIL [5] , and others [29] all employ storage systems that tolerate at least three failures. As systems grow further and are deployed over wider networks, their fault-tolerance requirements will increase even further.
Systems that tolerate failures beyond RAID employ ReedSolomon codes for fault-tolerance [22] , [27] . With ReedSolomon codes, k data disks are encoded onto m coding disks in such a way that the system of n = k + m disks may tolerate the failure of any m disks without data loss. Reed-Solomon codes employ finite field arithmetic over w-bit words, which, when implemented in software, is computationally expensive. A technique called Cauchy Reed-Solomon (CRS) coding [4] converts the finite field arithmetic into a sequence of bitwise exclusive-or (XOR) operations and improves performance. Currently, CRS codes represent the best performing general purpose erasure codes for storage systems [25] . To help motivate our work, Figure 1 shows a 16-disk system that employs CRS to tolerate any six disk failures. This is the exact configuration and erasure code used by Cleversafe, Inc, (http://www.cleversafe.com) in the first release of its commercial dispersed storage system. The parameters of the code are k = 10, m = 6 and w = 8. Thus there are 16 disks, ten of which store data strips and six of which store coding strips. The last parameter (w) means that each strip is partitioned into w = 8 packets. The packets are then encoded using bitwise exclusive-or operations (XOR), as if they were bits in a binary matrix-vector product. The actual encoding is defined by a (48 × 80) Generator matrix, which is derived from finite field arithmetic over eight bit words [4] . 1 Decoding is defined similarly. 1 While this is a non-standard form of the Generator matrix, we employ it because it simplifies the explanations and drawings. A standard generator matrix for this system would employ the transpose of this matrix with an identity matrix prepended to the left [21] . Since storage systems always store unencoded data, we omit the identity matrix. We use the transpose because it makes the drawing clearer. Figure 1 exemplifies a matrix-vector product, AX = B, that is central to nearly all erasure coded systems. All elements of A, X and B are bits. However, they are used to encode and decode packets and strips of data and coding information that are much larger than a bit, using the XOR operation. The reason that packets are large is that XOR's of 32 and 64 bit words are supported by most machine architectures, and many vector co-processors XOR larger regions very efficiently. Thus, although conceptually the equations are binary, in reality they are used to XOR large regions efficiently.
The number of XOR operations required by an erasure code has a direct relationship to the performance of encoding or decoding. While there are other factors that impact performance, especially cache behavior and device latency, reducing XOR's is a reliable and effective way to improve the performance of a code. As such, nearly all special-purpose erasure codes, from RAID-6 codes such as EVENODD [2] , RDP [7] , X [30] and P [17] codes, to codes for larger systems such as STAR [16] , T [19] and WEAVER [12] codes, have minimizing XOR operations at their core. Given an encoding or decoding scenario embodied by a matrix-vector product AX = B, such as the one depicted in Figure 2 , one way to perform the the encoding or decoding is to calculate each product bit b i by XOR-ing every bit x j such that A i,j equals one. This is equivalent to evaluating each of the equations on the right side of Figure 2 independently.
However, there are opportunities for calculating B with fewer XOR's, based on the structure of the matrix. For example, in Figure 2 , bits b 1 , b 2 and b 3 each contain the sum (x 3 + x 4 + x 5 ). If one calculates that intermediate sum first and uses it to calculate b 1 , b 2 and b 3 , then one saves four XOR operations over calculating those three products independently. As a second observation, there are times when one may calculate a product bit from other product bits or intermediate sums, and this calculation is cheaper than calculating the product bit from bits of X. For example, in Figure 2 , bit b 0 is equal to b 2 + b 3 . Thus, it is cheaper to calculate those two product bits and XOR them together than it is to calculate b 0 from x 0 , x 1 and x 2 . This paper explores techniques to calculate a binary matrix-vector product with the fewest number of XOR operations. We call this "XOR-Scheduling." We can only discover lower bounds on the number of XOR operations using enumeration, which we do for small matrices. For larger matrices, we must resort to heuristics. Two such heuristics have been presented in the literature [14] , [15] . In this work, we develop two new techniques called Uber-CSHR and X-Sets. We describe them in detail and then compare the performance of all heuristics in two settings -first with respect to small matrices for which we have been able to determine optimal schedules by enumeration, and second with respect to larger matrices, such as Figure 1 , that occur in real erasure coding applications. The result is a significant improvement in the performance of both encoding and decoding using bit matrices. In particular, a hybrid of the two heuristics, called Uber-XSet shows excellent performance across all of our tests.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
There have been two previous research projects that address this problem. The first proposes Code Specific Hybrid Reconstruction (CSHR) [14] , which is based on the idea that it is often advantageous to calculate a product bit using a previously generated product bit as a starting point. CSHR is very effective in improving the performance of some erasure codes. For example, the Minimum Density codes for RAID-6 [3] , [25] have encoding matrices with a provably minimum number of ones. However, their decoding matrices are quite dense, and without optimization, their performance would be unacceptably slow. CSHR works very well on these matrices, enabling the them to decode with performance on par with the other RAID-6 codes [25] . CSHR has an open-source implementation in the Jerasure erasure coding library [26] .
The second project attacks the issue of identifying and exploiting common sums in the XOR equations [15] . The authors conjecture that deriving an optimal schedule based on common sums is NP-Complete, and then give a heuristic based on Edmonds' maximum matching algorithm [8] . They demonstrate how the heuristic can be employed to encode Reed-Solomon coding variants with similar performance to RDP [7] , EVENODD [2] and STAR codes [16] . The authors do not give their heuristic a name, so we call it Subex, since it attempts to minimize the number of XOR's by identiying common subexpressions. There is no implementation of Subex 2 .
III. THE CONTRIBUTION OF THIS PAPER
In this paper, we make significant inroads into the problem of deriving optimal and good XOR schedules from binary matrices. In particular, we do the following: 1) We develop a methodology for deriving the optimal schedule for small matrices. We use this to evaluate the effectiveness of the previous heuristics for scheduling Cauchy bit matrices for w ≤ 8. 2) We extend CSHR by identifying two places where it may be refined by parameterization. We call the resulting heuristic Uber-CSHR. 3) We derive new scheduling heuristics based on the concept of an XOR set (X-Set). The Subex heuristic may be expressed in terms of X-Sets. We parameterize the X-Set heuristics in three ways, resulting in a suite of enriched heuristics. One of these parameterizations is a hybrid of Uber-CSHR and X-Sets, which we call Uber-XSet. 4) We evaluate all heuristics on a variety of encoding and decoding scenarios that can best leverage them. 5) We provide an open-source implementation of these heuristics so that other researchers and practitioners may leverage our work.
IV. FORMAL SPECIFICATION
We are given a (r × c) bit matrix A, that we apply to a celement bit vector X to calculate a r-element bit vector B. We call the bits of X data bits and the bits of B target bits. We perform this calculation with a sequence of XOR operations. The sequence of XOR operations is a schedule, whose size we desire to minimize. We assume that we may use temporary storage in the calculation. Ideally, we would not use more storage than the r bits in B, but we do not make this a requirement.
While we may represent a schedule by specifying XOR operations, we find it useful to employ an alternate representation. We define an element of the system to be a c-bit word, which may be represented by a bit string of size c. Each data bit x i corresponds to an element of the system which is composed of all zero bits, plus a one bit in place i. Thus, in Figure 2 , x 0 = 100000, x 1 = 010000, etc. When we add two elements, we simply XOR their bits. Thus, for example, x 0 + x 1 = 110000.
Each product bit b i is also an element of the system, which may be represented by row a i of the matrix. For example, b 0 in Figure 2 is equal to 111000. We call the product bits target elements, and since the order in which we calculate them is immaterial, we also refer to B as the target set of elements {b 0 , b 1 , . . . b r−1 }. Since B is ultimately defined by the matrix A, we equivalently refer to A as the target set as well. A schedule, S is an ordered set of elements, {s 0 , s 1 , . . .} that has the following properties:
• The first c elements are the elements of X:
where i < j < k. Figure 3 shows an optimal schedule for the matrix in Figure 2 . The figure uses two different ways to represent the schedule. In Figure 3 (a), the elements of the schedule are simply listed in order. While schedules defined in this way do not specify exactly how to perform the XOR's to generate each element, each schedule S guarantees that all the elements it contains may be calculated with exactly |S| − |X| XOR's. One may generate the XOR's from a schedule with a simple doublynested loop.
The following theorem, while simple and intuitive, is quite helpful in finding good schedules:
Theorem 4.1: Let s i , s j and s k ∈ S such that i < j < k − 1 and s k = s i + s j . Then there exists a legal schedule S defined as follows:
Put in English, if we are constructing a schedule that includes s i and s j , and the schedule will include s k = s i + s j , then we may place s k into the schedule immediately after s j . For example, in Figure 3 , since element b 3 is equal to x 0 +s 7 , it can be moved directly after s 7 without changing the legality of the schedule. Proof: The only element whose order has changed relative to the other elements is s j+1 . Therefore the only element that can violate the property of being the sum of two previous elements is s j+1 . Since it is the sum of s i and s j and i < j, s j+1 is also a legal element, and S is a valid schedule.
V. OPTIMAL SCHEDULES
Given a target set A of elements, one may use a breadthfirst search (BFS) to determine an optimal schedule S opt A . Let G be an unweighted graph such that every possible schedule S of c-bit elements corresponds to a node N S in G. Suppose S = S + {e}, and both S and S are This is a standard unweighted shortest path problem, which may be solved with BFS. Unfortunately, the performance of BFS is proportional to the number of nodes whose distance from N SX is less than N S opt A 's distance, and this number is exponential in c and |S opt A |. We don't give an exact formula, because it is unimportant -we can only perform this search for small values of c and |S opt A |. Theorem 4.1 allows us to prune the search by coalescing nodes. If there is an edge from N S to N S and S = S+{b i }, then Theorem 4.1 specifies that any optimal schedule that starts with S is equivalent to one that starts with S . Thus, we may coalesce nodes S and S , thereby reducing our search significantly.
To get an intuitive feel for the structure of these optimal schedules, we determined optimal schedules for all elemental CRS coding matrices whose size is ≤ 8. To review, classic Reed-Solomon coding [22] operates on w−bit words, employing Galois Field arithmetic over GF (2 w ). It utilizes a matrix-vector product AX = B, where X corresponds to the data and B corresponds to the codeword (data plus coding). Each element of the equation is a w−bit word.
CRS coding [4] converts each word in X and B into a w-element bit vector, and each word in A to a (w × w) bit matrix as in Figure 1 . Thus, each w-bit word corresponds to a (w × w) bit matrix. Since these matrices form the building blocks of CRS coding, we evaluate their optimal schedules.
We present an example in Figure 4 , which examines the Cauchy bit matrix for the value 40 when w = 6. We call this matrix C40, and it is pictured in Figure 4 (a). The optimal schedule for C40, generated by our pruned BFS, is depicted in Figure 4 (b). It requires 9 XOR's. The path length to this schedule, however, is just three edges, because Theorem 4.1 allows us to coalesce six nodes in the path. For clarity, the path to this schedule is
This schedule is interesting because it is an improvement over both CSHR and Subex, which each generate schedules with 11 XOR's. We will examine these later, but a key observation is that neither technique identifies the importance of s 12 Figure 5 compares the performance of optimal schedules to CSHR, Subex, and no scheduling for the Cauchy matrices for 5 ≤ w ≤ 8. To generate these graphs, we considered the (w × w) Cauchy matrix for each value of i from 1 to 2 w − 1. We scheduled each of these matrices with each of the four techniques and plot the average number of XOR's per schedule. The performance of the heuristics relative to optimal gets worse as w increases. For w = 8, CSHR and Subex perform 30% and 16% worse than optimal. This is significant because eight is a natural value for implementations, since each strip is partitioned into eight packets, thereby allowing strip sizes to be powers of two.
A simple way to employ these results is to store the optimal schedules and then use them for encoding and decoding CRS coding applications for these values of w. This obviates the need for storing and manipulating bit matrices, simplifying implementation. For example, consider the CRS matrix from Figure 1 . This matrix has 1968 ones, and encoding it with no scheduling requires 1920 XOR's for the 48 rows, an average of exactly 40 XOR's per row. Using the optimal schedules generated above reduces this number to 1210 XOR's, or 25.20 XOR's per row. This is a significant reduction. The results below improve on this still further.
VI. HEURISTICS FOR LARGER MATRICES
When c grows, it becomes impractical, if not impossible to generate optimal schedules. For example, generating the schedules for the (8×8) Cauchy matrices took multiple days on ten workstations. The CRS coding matrix from Figure 1 has 48 rows and 80 columns. Generating an optimal schedule for a matrix of this size would take too much computation and memory. Thus, we need to rely on heuristics. We explore two types of heuristics: those based on CSHR, and those based on the concept of an XOR set (X-Set). The Subex heuristic may be expressed in terms of the latter.
A. CSHR and Uber-CSHR
CSHR is defined as follows. Let X(b i ) be the number of XOR's required to generate b i from the data elements. At each step of the algorithm, one selects a target element b j to generate whose value of X(b j ) is minimal. That element is generated, and then for every remaining target element b i , X(b i ) may be improved by building b i from b j and the data, rather than solely from the data. If this is the case, X(b i ) is updated to reflect the improvement.
We present an example using C40. Target b 0 is first generated with one XOR operation. Following that, targets b i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, can each be generated from b i−1 with two XOR operations. Finally, b 4 and b 5 are generated from the data elements with two XOR's each. The resulting schedule, which employs 11 XOR's, is shown in Figure 6 . As mentioned in Section V, even though element b 5 can be calculated from the sum of s 9 and b 3 , CSHR does not discover this fact, because it only considers building the target elements from data elements and previously built target elements.
CSHR also does not consider the order in which target elements are constructed from the data elements. For example, s 7 can equal 011100 as depicted in Figure 6 , or 010110. The choice is arbitrary.
We extend CSHR in two straightforward ways to yield the Uber-CSHR heuristic. First, instead of considering only previously generated target elements as new potential starting points for subsequent target elements, we can consider every intermediate sum. Second to C40, we can achieve an optimal schedule of 9 XOR's. The schedule is identical to the one pictured in Figure 6 , except elements s 13 The running time complexity of Uber-CSHR
, where S is the schedule generated. We will evaluate and discuss running time more thoroughly in Section VII below.
B. X-Sets and Their Derivatives
The second set of new heuristics is based on a data structure called the XOR Set (X-Set). Like CSHR, these heuristics are greedy, taking a current schedule and iteratively adding an element to it until the schedule contains all the target elements. At each iteration, there is a set of target elements B / ∈ that are not in the current schedule. Each element b ∈ B / ∈ will carry with it a list of X-Sets. Each X-Set is composed of elements {s x0 , s x1 , . . .} such that each s xi is an element of the schedule so far, and the sum of all s xi equals b.
At the first iteration, the schedule is initialized to contain all the data elements, and each target has one X-Set composed of the data elements that sum to it. As an example, we show the initial X-Sets of C40 in Figure 7 At each iteration, we choose a new element to add to the schedule. We restrict this element to being the sum of two elements from the same X-Set for some element b ∈ B / ∈ . For example, in Figure 7 (a), we can choose x 1 + x 2 and x 1 + x 3 (and many other sums), but we can't choose x 0 + x 1 because those two elements do not appear in the same XSet. Suppose we choose x i +x j . Then we modify the X-Sets so that every X-Set that contains both x i and x j replaces those two elements with their sum. For example, suppose we choose s 6 = x 4 + x 5 as our first non-data element in the schedule. Then Figure 7(b) shows the modification of the X-Sets.
Clearly, it is advantageous to select sums that reduce the size of as many X-Sets as possible. This is how the Subex heuristic works [15] . Specifically, the X-Sets are converted to a graph G where each current element of the schedule is a node, and there is an edge between s i and s j if the two elements appear in the same X-Set. Each edge is weighted by the number of X-Sets in which the edge appears. G is then pruned to contain only edges of maximal weight, and a maximum matching of this pruned graph is determined using Edmonds' general matching algorithm [8] . All of these edges are added to the schedule, updating the X-Sets as described above. The intuition behind this algorithm is to choose edges that maximize the number of X-Sets whose sizes are reduced. The matching algorithm ensures that a maximum number of these edges is chosen at each step.
We plot an example in Figure 8 . This is the graph created from the X-Sets of Figure 7 (b). When this graph is pruned, we are only left with the three edges of weight two. There is no matching that contains two of these edges, so any edge may be selected next. We view Subex as merely one way to exploit X-Sets. We augment this exploitation in four additional ways, which we detail in the following four subsections.
1) Theorem 4.1: In relation to X-Sets, Theorem 4.1 states that if an X-Set contains two elements, then its target should be generated immediately. For example, in Figure 7 (a), target b 0 should be generated first. Thus, any algorithm that employs X-Sets should always search first for X-Sets with two elements. All the algorithms described below work in this manner.
2) Threshold: Considering Additional X-Sets: To this point, we have only considered one X-Set per target. This helps us find common sums, but it misses an important source of XOR reduction. Recall that in the optimal schedule pictured in Figure 3 , b 0 = b 2 + b 3 . This is a sum that will never be discovered by the X-Sets described above, because b 2 and b 3 both contain (x 3 + x 4 + x 5 ), and adding the elements together cancels these bits. As described, the X-Sets do not consider elements that cancel bits.
To address this deficiency, whenever we add a new element to a schedule, we attempt to add additional X-Sets to a target's list. Consider a new element s and a target b ∈ B / ∈ . For all X-Sets XS in b's list, if there are two elements s x and s y in XS such that s x + s y = s, we simply replace s x and s y with s. This is no different from the description above. If we have modified any of b's X-Sets in this manner, then we delete any other of B's X-Sets whose size is more than its minimum X-Set size plus a threshold.
If we have not modified any of b's X-Sets, then we create a new X-Set composed of s and data elements such that the sum of all the elements in this new X-Set equals b. If the size of this new X-Set is within threshold of the smallest X-Set for b, then we add the new X-Set to b's list.
While this adds to the complexity, running time and memory utilization of the heuristic, it also adds flexibility and the ability to discover better schedules, since the XSets may now include elements that cancel bits rather than always adding them. We present an example starting from the initial state of C40, depicted in Figure 7 (a). Figure 9 shows the X-Sets after the element b 0 = x 1 + x 3 is added to the schedule, and threshold equals one. Element b 1 's X-Set contains x 1 and x 3 , so those two elements are replaced by b 0 . The remaining targets do not contain x 1 and x 3 in their X-Sets, so we consider creating new X-Sets for them. First, consider b 2 . If we use only b 0 and the data elements, we create a new X-Set {b 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 4 , x 5 }. This X-Set's size is five, which is one more than the minimum X-Set for b 2 , so we add this new XSet to b 2 's list. We add similar sets for b 3 and b 4 . With b 5 , the new X-Set would be {b 0 , x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 5 }, whose size is three bigger than b 5 's other X-Set. Since that size is greater than the threshold, the X-Set is not added to b 5 's list.
3) L: Considering More Starting Elements:
The next parameter is identical to Uber-CSHR -it considers additional combinations of intermediate sums to generate new X-Sets. We illustrate with an example. Suppose we are scheduling C40 with a threshold of zero and have added elements 010100, 000011, 010011 and 000111 to the schedule. The state of the schedule is depicted in the top box of Figure 10 . There are four targets remaining and their X-Sets are as depicted. From Theorem 4.1, we add elements b 2 and b 3 next. In the middle box of Figure 10 , we show the state after adding b 2 . A second X-Set -{b 2 , x 2 , x 5 } -is added to b 1 's list of X-Sets. However, there is a third X-Set, {b 2 5 's X-Sets. However, this last X-Set enables us to add b 2 + x 5 = 001110 to the schedule, shortening the XSets of both targets. This yields the optimal schedule shown in Figure 4 (b). Without these additional X-sets, we cannot generate an optimal schedule. The L parameter specifies that when a new element s is generated, we look at all combinations of L non-data elements in the schedule that include s, to see if any of them can generate new X-Sets that fit the threshold. Thus, setting L to zero will generate no additional X-Sets. Setting it to one will add X-Sets as described in Section VI-B2 above. Setting it to two will generate the X-Sets in Figure 10 .
As in Uber-CSHR, increasing L affects the running time of the heuristic significantly. Specifically, if the schedule size is |S|, there are |S|−c L combinations of elements to test when adding a new element to the schedule.
4) Technique: Selecting the Next Element:
The final parameter of the X-Set heuristic is probably the most important: how we greedily select the next element in a schedule. While Subex uses Edmonds' matching algorithm, there are other techniques of varying complexity that we can employ. We derived and tested about ten alternative techniques, and after some exploratory work, have narrowed them to the five described below. The first four leverage edge weights as in Subex. The last is a hybrid of X-Sets and Uber-CSHR.
Maximum-Weight (MW): Given a current schedule S and remaining targets B /
∈ with their X-Sets, we define the weight of an element e to be the number of targets b ∈ B / ∈ whose minimum X-Set size will shrink if e is added to the schedule. For example, in the bottom box of Figure 10 , the element (b 2 + x 5 ) has a weight of two, since it will decrease both b 1 and b 5 's minimum X-Set size. Other elements, like (b 0 + x 2 ) and (x 0 + x 2 ), have a weight of one, since they only shrink one target's X-Set. The MW technique selects any element with maximum weight.
MW-Smallest-Set (MW-SS):
Of all the elements with maximum weight, this technique selects one that decreases the size of the smallest X-Set. This technique may be implemented to run nearly as fast as MW, and refines it so that it generates targets more quickly.
MW-Matching:
As with Subex, we can view all elements with maximum weight as edges in a graph, and run Edmonds' algorithm on it to find a maximum matching. While Subex chooses all edges in the matching to go into the schedule, MW-Matching simply selects one edge in the matching and adds it to the schedule. It only adds one, because the X-Sets may change significantly after adding this one element to the schedule. MW 2 : This is the most expensive technique. Let |MW| be the number of elements with maximum weight. For each of these elements, we simulate adding it to the schedule, and then calculate |MW| of the resulting schedule. MW 2 selects the element that maximizes this value. This is expensive since it involves generating |MW| schedules at each step, and then throwing away all but one.
Uber-XSet: This technique is a hybrid of Uber-CSHR
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and X-Sets. It starts by only considering targets in B / ∈ whose minimum X-Set sizes are the smallest. Uber-CSHR
would simply pick any sum from one of these X-Sets. The Uber-XSet technique instead chooses the sum that has the maximum overall weight. For example, in Figure 9 Uber-XSet only considers targets b 1 , b 4 and b 5 , since their minimum X-Sets sizes are three. Of all elements that will shrink one of these targets, the element 000011 = (x 4 + x 5 ) is chosen because it shrinks one of these X-Sets (b 4 's), and has a weight of three. The intent with Uber-XSet is for it be a good general-purpose heuristic, as it blends properties from both Uber-CSHR and X-Sets.
VII. EVALUATION
We have implemented all the heuristics described in the previous sections. To evaluate them, we have chosen two sets of tests: one for small matrices and one for large matrices. The smaller test allows us to compare the heuristics with provably optimal schedules. The larger test allows us to compare the heuristics on matrices that are used in practice.
In the tests, we focus primarily on the effectiveness of the generated schedules. We focus to a lesser degree on the running times of the heuristics. Some, like Uber-CSHR T |I 1 run very fast, and others, like the X-Set heuristics when L grows beyond one, run very slowly. In our tests, we limit the heuristics to those that take roughly an hour or less to run on a commodity microprocessor.
The reason we view running time as secondary to the effectiveness of the schedules produced is that real implementations will very likely precompute and store the schedules rather than compute them on the fly. Since the first c elements of a schedule are identity elements, a schedule of size |S| may be represented by a list of (|S|−c) c-bit numbers. Consider the largest example in this paper: the decoding matrices from Figure 1 . The best decoding schedules reported below average 812 elements, which means that they can be represented with 732 80-bit words. There are 10 6 = 210 combinations of 6-disk failures that must be scheduled, resulting in (210)(732)(10) = 1.47 MB that is required to store all possible decoding schedules. This small amount of storage easily justifies devoting significant running time to generating good schedules.
A. Small Matrices
We limit our presentation here to the 255 Cauchy matrices for w = 8. This is the largest value of w for which we know the optimal schedules and is also a value that is used in some commercial installations. We also limit our focus solely to the size of the schedules and not the running times of the heuristics. We plot the average XOR's per schedule in Figure 11 . Focusing first on the heuristics based on CSHR, we see that Uber-CSHR I 2 and Uber-CSHR I 3 generate significantly better schedules than the others. As anticipated, considering intermediates rather than targets yields better schedules, as does considering larger combinations of targets/intermediates. However, as L increases from two to three, the improvement is marginal (the results for L > 3 were the same as L = 3).
For the heuristics based on X-Sets, we tested all 49 combinations of threshold and L from 0 to 6. We plot the best schedules produced, which occurred for each technique when L ≥ 3 and threshold was any value. All of them improve on Subex by 7 to 9 percent in terms of overall XOR's. The best overall technique is the hybrid, Uber-XSet.
B. Large Matrices
We performed two sets of tests on larger matrices. The first test evaluates decoding matrices for Blaum-Roth RAID-6 codes [3] , which are based on bit matrices that can be quite dense when decoding. The second test evaluates both encoding and decoding with Cauchy Reed-Solomon codes in 16-disk systems where 8, 10 and 12 disks are devoted to data, and the remaining 8, 6, and 4 are devoted to coding.
1) Blaum-Roth RAID-6 Codes: With Blaum-Roth RAID-6 codes, there are k disks of data and m = 2 disks of coding. The encoding is defined by a (2w × kw) bit matrix where w ≥ k and (w + 1) must be a prime number. The codes are called "Minimal Density" because the matrices achieve a lower bound on the number of non-zero entries [3] . As such, they encode with very high performance without any scheduling. Blaum-Roth codes are implemented in the Jerasure erasure coding library [26] and are employed in the Hadoop DiskReduce project [9] .
When two data disks fail, a new (2w × kw) matrix is generated for decoding. Unlike the encoding matrices, these decoding matrices can be quite dense, but CSHR has been shown to improve the performance of decoding significantly [25] . We use these decoding scenarios (when two data disks fail) as our first scheduling test. We test n-disk systems for 8 ≤ n ≤ 18. In each system we test w = 16, because that is a legal value for all systems, and it has the additional benefit that it allows strips to be powers of two in size. We did test smaller values of w on Blaum-Roth and the other Minimal Density RAID-6 codes [25] , but omit the results since they are very similar to the results for w = 16. We focus first on k = 8, which corresponds to a 10-disk system. There are rows and 128 columns, and average 1897.21 ones. Without scheduling, they would take 58.29 XOR's per decoded word, which is prohibitively expensive (encoding takes 7.22 XOR's per word). Figure 12 shows the effectiveness and running times of the various heuristics on the 28 combinations of failures. The bars show the XOR's per decoded word generated by schedule, and the numbers above each bar show the average execution time of each heuristic. For each X-Set heuristic, numbers are displayed for the best combination of threshold ≤ 6 and L ≤ 3. The heuristics were implemented in C++ and executed on an Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q9300 running at 2.50 GHz. The implementations are singlethreaded, and each test utilizes one core. We don't view the exact performance numbers as particularly importanttheir relative performance and ballpark numbers instead give a feel for how the various heuristics and parameters perform in general.
The results differ from Figure 11 in several ways. First, as a whole, the Uber-CSHR heuristics outperform the XSet heuristics, both in terms of running time and schedules produced. While Uber-CSHR I 3 produces slightly better schedules than Uber-CSHR T 2 , the latter's running time is so fast that it would preclude the need to store schedules. If running time is not a concern, the best schedules are produced by Uber-XSet -8.11 XOR's per decoded word as opposed to 8.34 for Uber-CSHR I 3 . Since Uber-XSet is a hybrid of X-Sets and Uber-CSHR, it is not surprising that its performance, unlike the other X-Set heuristics, is on par with the Uber-CSHR heuristics. Running times and schedules produced for the UberXSet heuristic on the 28 decoding matrices for the Blaum-Roth RAID-6 code, k = 8, w = 16.
Examining Uber-XSet further, we plot the running times and XOR's per decoded word for all values of threshold and L in Figure 13 . We limit the Y-axis to 1000 seconds. Although the XOR values decrease slightly as threshold increases, threshold has much less impact on the XOR's than L. L is also the major influence in the running time, although the running times do increase as threshold increases.
To compare the running times of the various X-Set heuristics, we plot them for L = 2 in Figure 14 . The right side of Figure 14 shows the number of XOR's of the schedules produced by the best instance of each technique. MW, MW-SS and MW-Matching all have very similar running times. As anticipated MW 2 runs the slowest since it performs one step of lookahead for each potential new element, and then discards the lookahead information after selecting the element. As noted above, Uber-XSet produces the best schedules of the three, and its running time is slightly higher than MW, MW-SS and MW-Matching. In Figure 15 , we compare the running times and schedules produced by Uber-XSet, Uber-CSHR T 2 and CSHR for all RAID-6 installations from k = 6 to 16. In all tests, w = 16, and for the Uber-XSet tests, threshold is zero. To compare the differing values of k, we normalize the number of XOR's per decoded word by dividing by k.
As the figure shows, adding the X-Set information to Uber-CSHR imposes quite a penalty on the running time, even with a threshold of zero, and L = 1. No instance of Uber-XSet runs faster than two seconds. CSHR and Uber-CSHR T 2 both run well faster than a second in all cases. UberXSet produces the best schedules when L = 2. When L = 1, the schedules produced are no better than Uber-CSHR T 2 . Thus, if the application does not store schedules, the latter is a much better scheduling technique to employ. Although not shown on the graph, the Subex heuristic runs with speeds on par with Uber-XSet, L = 1, but the schedules produced are much worse, having normalized XOR's between 1.21 and 1.24.
As a bottom line, on these codes, the Uber-CSHR T 2 has a very nice blend of speed and schedules produced. If running time is not a concern then Uber-XSet with a high value of L produces the best schedules.
2) Cauchy Reed-Solomon Codes: Our second large matrix test explores CRS codes on 16-disk systems that are fault-tolerant to 4, 6 and 8 failures. Thus, the [k, m] pairs are [12, 4] , [10, 6] and [8, 8] . We choose w = 8, since that is a natural value in these systems. We focus first on the [10, 6] code from Figure 1 (employed by Cleversafe systems), whose bit matrix has 1968 non-zero entries.
In Figure 16 , we show the best encoding schedules for each heuristic on this matrix. We tested all combinations of threshold ≤ 6 and L ≤ 2. The "Optimal-Sub" heuristic breaks the bit matrix into 60 (8 × 8) sub-matrices and uses the results of the enumeration in Section V to schedule the sub-matrices. For this matrix, the Uber-CSHR schedules are poorer than the X-Set schedules. Only the Uber-CSHR I 3 schedule comes close to the worst X-Set schedule. Within the XSet schedules, the best is generated by the MW 2 heuristic when threshold ≥ 3 and L = 2. This is markedly different from the RAID-6 tests above, where the Uber-XSet hybrid performs much better than the others.
We explore the differences between the various X-Set heuristics with respect to decoding in Figure 17 . There are 10 6 = 210 combinations of six data disks that can fail when k = 10 and m = 6. For each combination, we measured the running time and schedule size of all heuristics. For the X-Set heuristics, we used thresh = 2 and L ∈ {1, 2}. In the figure, we plot the XOR's per decoded word of the schedule and the running time.
As in Figure 16 , MW 2 generates the best schedule. However, the average running times are very large. MWMatching generates the next best schedules and takes far less time to run, although six seconds may still be too large to employ without precomputation. Of the six techniques, Uber-XSet performs the worst. Uber-CSHR T 3 , which is not pictured on the graph, produces the best schedules among the Figure 17 . Average running time and decoding schedules for the 10 6 CRS decoding matrices for six failures, k = 10, m = 6, w = 8, threshhold = 2.
heuristics which run under a second; however, the schedules it produces are much worse, averaging 25.9 XOR's per decoded word. Finally, Figure 18 shows the normalized performance of encoding and decoding with CRS codes on 16-disk disk systems where k ∈ {8, 10, 12} and w = 8. The figures evaluate no scheduling plus five heuristics: CSHR, Uber-CSHR T 3 , Subex, MW 2 and Uber-XSet. They show the performance of encoding, plus decoding from all combinations of four and six data disk failures. In both figures we show the "original" Cauchy matrices as defined by Blomer [4] and the "good" Cauchy matrices generated by Jerasure [26] , which are sparser than the original matrices. The X-Set heuristics generate much better schedules than the others, but run slower (running times are on par with those in Figure 17 ). Both graphs show the effectiveness of scheduling -the reduction of XOR operations is drastic in all cases, improving the performance over no scheduling by over 60 percent. With encoding, the matrix impacts performance regardless of the scheduling algorithm -The "good" matrices require much fewer XOR operations than the "original" matrices. This discrepancy goes away upon decoding -sparse encoding matrices do not lead to sparse decoding matrices, and the performance of the X-Set heuristics is independent of the encoding matrices.
One conclusion that one may draw from Figures 16-18 is that for CRS coding, none of the new heuristics improve significantly over the original Subex heuristic. The schedules produced perform nearly as well as the best XSet heuristics, and the running times are faster, although probably too slow to allow an application to not store schedules. Unfortunately, the Blaum-Roth tests show that Subex does not produce good enough schedules to qualify it as a universally applicable heuristic. The hybrid, UberXSet, although slightly worse than Subex in the CRS tests, shows the best performance on all of the tests in this paper.
VIII. IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementations of all the heuristics are available as open source C++ programs released under the New BSD License [23] . The Uber-CSHR program is small (under 500 lines) and consumes a small amount of memory, regardless of the value of L. The X-Set program is larger (roughly 1800 lines), much of which is composed of Edmonds' matching algorithm. As thresh and L grow, the X-Set program consumes a significant amount of memory, which becomes the limiting factor in running the heuristics, rather than time. Both implementations are single-threaded and run without any external libraries.
It is our intent for storage practitioners to leverage these programs as they implement their erasure codes, and for researchers to use them to spur further work. The implementation is notable also as the first implementation of Subex. CSHR was implemented as part of the Jerasure erasure coding library [26] .
IX. CONCLUSION
Erasure codes that are based on bit matrices are already in heavy use, and their use will increase in the future. We have described heuristics whose intent is to schedule the XOR operations of these erasure codes so that the number of operations is minimized. These heuristics expand upon on previous work in the area [14] , [15] . We have implemented the heuristics and provide them to the community as open source C++ programs.
We have evaluated the heuristics in relation to optimal schedules that were generated via enumeration. The UberXSet heuristic comes closest to optimal on the 255 (8 × 8) Cauchy bit matrices, requiring 5.6 percent more XOR's than the optimal schedules. The improvement over previous heuristics is significant. CSHR requires 30 percent more XOR's and Subex requires 16 percent. No scheduling results in 89 percent more XOR's.
We performed a second evaluation of the heuristics on two sets of encoding and decoding scenarios that may be used in fault-tolerant storage installations: RAID-6 based on BlaumRoth erasure codes, and Cauchy Reed-Solomon codes to tolerate larger numbers of failures. For the RAID-6 codes, the performance of decoding requires the use of scheduling, and two new heuristics improve the state of the art. Uber-CSHR T 2 yields improved schedules and runs very quickly. Uber-XSet yields the best schedules but takes longer to run.
In the Cauchy Reed-Solomon examples, the X-Set heuristics all yield schedules that are a significant improvement over what is currently implemented (namely, no scheduling and CSHR). The MW 2 heuristic generates the best schedules, albeit very slowly. The Subex heuristic generates schedules that are nearly as good, but much more quickly. When all tests are considered, the best heuristic is the UberXSet heuristic, which generates the best schedules in the enumeration and the Blaum-Roth codes, and very good schedules for Cauchy Reed-Solomon coding.
One limitation of this work is that it attacks an exponential search space with heuristics, but doesn't glean fundamental insights that may lead to better solutions to the problem. For that reason, the result is somewhat more pragmatic than theoretical. It is our hope that this work helps spur more theoretical work in the field. For example, while there are known lower bounds for the number of non-zero entries in certain generator matrices [3] , there are no lower bounds on the resulting number of XOR operations [24] .
Finally, we readily acknowledge that reducing XOR's is not the only way to improve the performance of an erasure code. Careful attention to cache behavior can improve performance by over 30 percent without changing the number of XOR's [20] . Hand-tuning the code with respect to multiple cores and SSE extensions will also yield significant performance gains. Other code properties, like the amount of data required for recovery, may limit performance more than the CPU overhead [11] , [28] . We look forward to addressing these challenges in future work.
